Hi Danielle The most critical component of any affiliate program is knowing where to find your
personalized affiliate links. These are the links that you will share with friends and family.
When they click your unique affiliate link and buy ZEGO products, you earn money. It's supereasy.
Where can I find my affiliate links?
Your unique affiliate links are found in the ZEGO area of ShareASale. You'll want to go here
and click on "Get HTML code" as circled here:

If I want to tell people about ZEGO, what should I say?
The best sales pitches are your story. Why do YOU love ZEGO? What do you think about the
taste? Why do you recommend them to your clients? It may be the pioneering safety for
people with food allergies and intolerances. Or, maybe you are gluten and dairy free? Maybe
it's the organic, non-GMO ingredients that have been tested for glyphosate, heavy metals,
and 400 other agricultural chemicals, or that our foods are great for vegan, diabetic, and
macrobiotic diets. It might be the ingredients themselves -- the sunflower and sacha inchi
seeds, which provide "complete" protein. We'll leave the story to you, just be sure to mention
the taste!
I want to post images of ZEGO products on my Facebook page and other social
channels. And on my website, too. Where can I find a library of images?
We created a library of images and banners that you are welcome to use at any time. The
banner library can be accessed on ShareASale; go here and click on "Banners" as circled
here:

When we add future images to the library, we'll send you an email so you'll know they are
there. If you need other banner options or have other ideas for images that will work well for
you (maybe one specifically to speak to your vegan friends), let us know at
affiliate@zegosnacks.com. We are here to make your sales work a great success.
I want to provide information on each flavor. Do you have words I can use?
We sure do! All our bars have a chewy-crunchy texture, with the crunch from the organic
poppy and chia seeds as well as the coconut flakes, chocolate chips and apple bits. Here is
more on the flavors.

Organic Seed+Fruit Fudgy Chocolate
Fudgy Chocolate is our most popular flavor of the Seed+Fruit bars. We melt creamy Santa
Barbara and Pascha chocolate chips into our signature batter and add raw cacao powder to
develop the delicious chocolate flavor in these bars. The flavor is more on the dark chocolate
side of the chocolate spectrum. The combination of the seeds and sunflower seed butter
create a texture that is smooth and crunchy.
Organic Seed+Fruit Apple Cinnamon
These bars taste just like apple pie! We do that by mixing Spicely organic cinnamon with dried
organic apple bits from Oregon and Washington orchards into our signature batter. Because
of the sweetness of the apples, this bar is the sweetest of our organic protein bars, though it is
still low glycemic. The combination of the seeds and sunflower seed butter create a texture
that is smooth and crunchy.
Organic Seed+Fruit Sunflower Date
This is our most simple and mild recipe that has a delicious sunflower butter and date flavor.
We add the seeds to add nutrition and create a texture that is smooth and crunchy.
Organic Seed+Fruit Lemon Ginger
If you like spicy, savory and less sweet, this is the bar for you! We use delicious antiinflammatory ingredients - loads of fresh, organic minced ginger, black pepper and organic
lemon oil to give your taste buds a new experience in a bar.
Just Fruit Raspberry
Just Fruit Raspberry is our most popular of the Just Fruit bars. Ripe, juicy raspberries dance
with sweet-tart apples in our Just Fruit Apple Raspberry Bar. The apples make the bar a bit
more soft and smooth than the pear bars with 2 grams of fiber per 90 calorie bar. Raspberries
provide rich antioxidants such as vitamin C, A and E to each delicious bar. Think of our Just
Fruit bars as thick fruit rollups with dramatically better taste, texture. nutrition and fiber.
Just Fruit Pear
A blend of premium, Pacific Northwest pear varieties add a subtle sweetness and refreshing
flavor to our delightfully chewy Just Fruit Pear Bars. The pears make the bars more firm
compared to our apple based bars, and the texture you will recognize as uniquely pear in
nature. Another benefit to the pears is they boost the fiber content in the bar - adding a whole
4 grams of fiber per 85 calorie bar! Think of our Just Fruit bars as thick fruit rollups with
dramatically better taste, texture, nutrition, and fiber.
Just Fruit Blueberry
This delicious bar blends ripe blueberries with pears to give a delightfully tart and sweet flavor.
The pears make the bars more firm compared to our apple based bars, and the texture you
will recognize as a uniquely pear in nature. Think of our Just Fruit bars as thick fruit rollups
with dramatically better taste, texture. nutrition and fiber.
Just Fruit Strawberry
Melt-in-your-mouth strawberries mingle with the pear's subtle sweetness in our tantalizing
Just Fruit Pear Strawberry Bar. The pears make the bars more firm compared to our apple
based bars, and the texture you will recognize as a uniquely pear in nature. Think of our Just
Fruit bars as thick fruit rollups with dramatically better taste, texture. nutrition and fiber.
Just Fruit Cherry
Sweet cherries mingle with crisp, juicy apples to delight your taste buds in our Just Fruit Apple
Cherry Bar. The apples make the bar a bit more soft and smooth than the pear bars with 2
grams of fiber per 90 calorie bar. Think of our Just Fruit bars as thick fruit rollups with
dramatically better taste, texture. nutrition and fiber.
Fruit+Chia Raspberry
Ripe, juicy raspberries mingle with delicious tart Pacific Northwest apples and organic chia
seeds in our delicious Fruit Chia Raspberry bar. The chia seeds do not change the flavor, but
they do add crunch, texture and nutrition-600mg of healthy ALA Omega 3 fatty acids, protein
and fiber! They are sweeter than our pear-based flavors, because apples are sweeter than
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pears.
Fruit+Chia Blueberry
This delicious bar blends ripe blueberries, apples, and organic chia seeds to give a delightfully
tart and sweet flavor. The chia seeds do not change the flavor, but they do add crunch, texture
and nutrition-600mg of healthy ALA Omega 3 fatty acids, protein and fiber! They are sweeter
than our pear-based flavors, because apples are sweeter than pears.
Fruit+Chia Strawberry
Our delicious Fruit Chia Strawberry bar combines sweet Pacific Northwest strawberries with a
variety of tart apples and organic chia seeds. The chia seeds do not change the flavor, but
they do add crunch, texture and nutrition-600mg of healthy ALA Omega 3 fatty acids, protein
and fiber! They are sweeter than our pear-based flavors, because apples are sweeter than
pears.
Organic Exceptional Oats
Our Exceptional Oats are raw with live enzymes and they contain 100% more protein than
standard oats! And are grown using the Purity Protocol, a superior gluten-free growing
process that removes cross contact potential right in the field. Every batch is tested for
allergen and gluten cross contact and every harvest is tested for chemicals and glyphosate.
Organic Muesli Cranberry Apple
Apple Cranberry Muesli has a delightfully sweet and tart in flavor with a beautiful crunchy
texture from the seeds. The fruit and seeds are blended together with our Exceptional Oats to
give you extra protein and fiber. You can snack on them straight out of the bag, or soak them
in your favorite milk alternative for a delicious and creamy snack.
Organic Muesli Cinnamon Twist
Cinnamon Twist Muesli is a delicious blend of spicily organic cinnamon, dried organic apple
bits from Oregon and Washington orchards, raw pumpkin and sunflower seeds with our
Exceptional Oats. They are delightfully crunchy and sweet without any added sugar. You can
snack on them straight out of the bag, or soak them in your favorite milk alternative for a
delicious and creamy snack.
Organic Pure Protein
Pure Protein contains no flavors or sweetners, so the flavor tastes just like sacha inchi seeds.
It is a little "nutty" in flavor, even though there are no nuts in this superfood. It is delicious is
baked goods! Surprise your family with delicious protein brownies! Pure Protein is simply
made from lightly roasting seeds that have been cold pressed to remove most of the oil. The
resulting seed meal is ground into a powder that is 65% protein by weight. Because it is
attached to much of its natural nutrients, sacha inchi seed protein is easier to digest than
protein isolates, which are processed with chemicals or enzymes. Every batch is tested for
allergen and gluten cross contact and every harvest is tested for chemicals and glyphosate.
Next email: How to Share Your Links.
If you have any questions, please email us at affiliate@zegosnacks.com.
Have a nourishing day!

CEO + Founder

ZEGO Foods
PS: Want to read the next email before we send it to you? You can access all the affiliate
emails here.
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